
100%  
halogen- 

free

OBO flush-mounted
and cavity wall boxes
For those who like to work
efficiently

WIN series



The OBO flush-mounted and cavity
wall boxes are setting new standards
for quality and speed on any construc-
tion
site with numerous clever product
details. They are made of 100%
halogen-free material and effectively
reduce the release of toxic halogens in
the event of a fire.

With innovative product details, the OBO flush-
mounted
boxes enable you to save time and
simplify your work on the construction site. In the
sustainable production of the flush-mounted boxes
we use high-quality recyclates.

Flush-mounted boxes:  
Redefining quality and speed

OBO cavity wall boxes make the installion of de-
vices
and cables even more effective and time-saving.
The cavity wall boxes have noise insulation
that is tested and certified.

Cavity wall boxes: Setting new
standards on every construction site



Always the right accessory

OBO flush-mounted boxes

■   Sustainably produced: Made from high-quality recyc-
led materials with a proportion of 80% recycled mate-
rial, the flush-mounted boxes reduce the consumption 
of raw materials

■   Connector with coupleable bayonet lock to both sides 
for maximum flexibility

■   4x3 screw dome for exact alignment of the installation 
device

 ■   Saving time with the selection: Labelled cable and 
pipe entries

All benefits at a glance

Quick Fix  
Plastering or glueing are
things from the past



OBO cavity wall boxes

■   Tested and certified for sound insulation the airtight 
cavity wall boxes provide sound insulation of 70 dB 
and thus do not weaken the standard drywall

 ■   Connector with 8% more volume than common 
models

■   2x3 screw dome for maximum flexibility

 ■    Membrane entries made from TPE for inserting 
cables and pipes without the need for tools

All benefits at a glance

Sealing insert 
Changes standard boxes
into airtight versions



The cavity wall electronics box

■   Airtight thanks to TPE entries

■   Concealed clamping space made from TPE provi-
des room for wiring or electronic components

 ■   Two M20/M25 membrane pipe entries in the 
bottom

■   Building depth of 74 mm

■   Can be used variably in panelling thicknesses of 
5–30 mm

All benefits at a glance

Fastening element
Compensates for gaps between
the cavity wall box and
the wall with thin panelling
(no special box necessary)



OBO Bettermann Holding GmbH Co. KG 
Tel.:+49 23 73 89 - 17 00 
E-mail: export@obo.de

www.obo-bettermann.com

You can find further information
about our flush-mounted and
cavity wall boxes at:

www.obo.eu/win-series_en


